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A SAFE AND STRONG WORLD ECONOMY 
MEANS ALSO A HEALTHIER AFRICA! 

 
  

It is a well established fact that Africa is very rich! Certainly, unvalorized  richnesses (abundant 

natural resources as well as Human potentials),  mismanagement (corruption, crippled leadership and 

short politics) and conflicts could lead to a general state of poverty. This is very dramatic. In this very 21st 

century with the resurgence of open innovation and globalization ideologies (i.e. socialization of science 

and technology, perhaps, politic!) along with all the powerful and available technologies and scientific 

progresses, we could wonder why and how this situation is enduring? 

Do we have the power to abolish all forms of human poverty on earth? Surely not, but we can 

alleviate it everywhere. In fact, life is worth it when great challenges threaten human survival, skills and 

endeavours. Nevertheless, we should never give up the fight. United in the struggled, we should defend 

the whole life and strive for a better future. Tsunami, earthquake, flood ..all natural disasters should not 

wipe away our commitment to life. I acknowledge that human self made poverty is the greatest tragedy, 

but it could and should be defeated! 

Many aggregated factors have led and continue to deepen and take ownership of these 

discrepancies and paradoxes of development between African nations and the rest of the world. These 

facts call, not only, on the genuine responsibilities of Africans themselves, but today, the whole 

interconnected human society intelligentsia, in order to temper poverty, conflicts, injustice and mass 

emigration. The rape of millions of women and proliferation of refugee camps and heavy armaments is 

not humanitarian, but witness a general world leadership failure. Indeed, the present problematic is a 



whole world leadership concern and challenges because still unsolvable and dormant. Known and 

widespread business models, plethoric development theories, abundant leadership strategies..., all seem to 

crystallize before Africa realms and dilemma. A severe imbroglio is rooting deeply and handicapping the 

birth of youth and genuine human being potential!  It is a real waste; it is a dramatic regression! It is 

paradoxical! 

Certainly, the gate to social innovation endeavours is broadly open to those who seek to 

overcome world development unevenness and challenges throughout engaged and non corrupted skills 

and leadership. Third worlds, underdeveloped and emerging countries are all paradigms witnessing a 

general leadership failure to overcome or alleviate discrepancies or abnormalities in the world. In these, 

rest all the challenges of social innovation and technology valorisation and transfer! Plethoric definitions 

or paradigms demonstrate that the problems are been identified but lethargy in genuine and productive 

action remains vivid. 

At AVTTN we would like to emphasise on genuine dynamic strategy avenues to tackle these 

discrepancies between nations by promoting engaged valorisation activities throughout social networking 

(sharing useful ideas) and technology transfer as main tools to alleviate or curve development paradoxes 

on the continent. Moreover, we call on genuine political and scientific leaderships to assess these 

discrepancies to allow the rebirth of new and competitive African society. A safe and strong world 

economy means also a healthier Africa. All nations are linked through the sacred bond of life.  

As dedicated members of our network, we are very confident in your genuine expertise and 

engagement to make this dream a reality for the sake of all humanity. Indeed, your endeavours are very 

welcome and we appreciate any discussions and comments on our site. I hope you are enjoying and taking 

full advantages of your membership throughout all your connections and the news and documents 

available to you. Should you need advices or any relevant documents that might help you understand and 

achieve successful business in Africa, we would be more than happy to assist you.  Please let us know 

how together we could make our network more dynamic, convivial and sustainable to all. 

 It is a great honour, again, to welcome you as members and to make available to Africa such diverse and 

astonishing expertises. We wish you a successful networking business and career. UNITED, WE CAN!  
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